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Let’s Find Out
Lesson-2
New Words(1) play (2) kites (3) fly (4) doll (5) chair (6) happily (7) smiling (8) house

Word Meanings(1) love – fond of
(2) happily – joyfully
(3) doll house- house of a doll

Make Sentences(1) doll - I have a big doll.
(2) play- I love to play soccer.
Answer the following QuestionsQ1. Who has a ball ?
A1. Ravi has a ball.
Q2. What does Rita look for?
A2. Rita looks for her doll.

Is , Are , Am
Look at the pictures and read the sentence.
This is an apple.

These are apples.

We use is for one.

We use are for many.

I am Rashi .

We use am with I.

Now, complete these sentences using is, are or am.
(1) I _____ a pilot.
(2) These books _____ heavy.
(3) The tree __ tall.
(4) This ____ my dog.
(5) The flowers ______ red.
Use is or are to complete the answers.

(1)What is this?
It ______ a cat.

(2) What are these?
They ______ flowers.

Complete the sentences using the words given in the box.
( There are more words than blanks )

dark , brothers , friends , nights , park , garden , study , watch television

Ravi plays with his (1) _______ in the (2) __________. He comes home before it
becomes
(3) _________________ . He then sits down to (4) _____________.
Answer the questions. Use the words given in the box for help. One is done for you.

teaches , dances , plays cricket , drives a bus

(1) What does a dancer do ?
A dancer dances.
(2) What does a driver do ?
A driver ________________
(3) What does a teacher do ?
A teacher ______________
(4) What does a cricketer do ?
A cricketer ____________________________.

Answer key
Now, complete these sentences using is, are or am.
(1) I _____ a pilot. am
(2) These books _____ heavy. are
(3) The tree __ tall. Is
(4) This ____ my dog. is
(5) The flowers ______ red. Are

(1)What is this?
It _is_____ a cat.
(2) What are these?
They _are_____ flowers.

Ravi plays with his (1)friends in the (2) _parks. He comes home before it becomes
(3)_dark_ . He then sits down to (4) _____study_.

(1)What does a dancer do ?
A dancer dances.
(2)What does a driver do ?
A driver ___drives a bus_____________
(3)What does a teacher do ? A
teacher _teaches_____________
(4)What does a cricketer do ?
A cricketer __plays cricket_______

